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I. fotrodnotion

In the last few years we have a considerable progress in QCD

in finding various static and dynamical properties of hadrons

using the nonperturbative method grounded on the assumption of

existence of nontrivial (nond*»2cribed by perturbation theory) va-

cuum expectation values of quark and gluon fields in QCD. A great

number of results has been obtained on this way: masses of alnost

all the lower hadronic states with яр!п a £ 2 were deternined,

a number of widths and formfactors at small and intermediate Mo-

mentum transfers were found, static characteristics of hadrons in

external constant fields were calculated etc.

This approach possesses a great predictive power since It

proceeds from basic principles of QCD, does not resort to any mo-

del considerations and exploits a very snail nuaber of phenomena-

logical constants for obtaining the results.

In my lectures I will try to bring the light to basic ideas

of this method, to the main results concerning the properties

of light (consisting of u,d,a-quarks) hadrons, obtained with

this method, and possible outlooks for its development. I will

dwell also on comparing these results with those following from

some model approaches which enables one to make certain conclu-

sions on advantages and disadvantages of these models.

First, some general remarks.

QCD is the strong interaction theory: w*«n at the highest

accessible in the foreseen future momentum transfers the coupling

constant <j(.s= $ /ir is not very small, oQ ^.0.1. At not very

large momentum transfers, besides p^rturbative effects, there

appear nonperturbative ones which exceed them. Calculation

of high orders of perturbativ* theory is unreal and because
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of the aeries divergence it may be «теп unreasonable. Sxact taking

into account of nonperturbative effects is even «ore unreal, lhat

can be ejcpected la the development of some approximate methods.

That is why neither at the present time nor in the future one

cannot expect a high accuracy of ({ED predictions, such as, aay,

in <фО. le a rule» («lth rare though very important expect!one)

the accuracy of such predictions is at on* or few tens of per

cent. But in my opinion* this is not the reason to be grieved* Ms

not only that experiment Is brilliant which has a high accuracy

but that in which new result has been obtained with a sufficient

confidence, so in (flSiD reliability of theoretical results control-

lable inside the theory itself is important first of all. And

this Is an essential difference of (BCD from model approaches

where usually one has to go off the framework ot a model to cont-

rol realiablXty ot the results.

XX. Light Hadron Masses..

Che method in view which is often called the sum rule (QSD

method has been originally suggested by Shifman, Vainshtein and

Xakharov and has been applied by them for determining masses

and leptonic widths of light mesons ( p , 77" , Л,,K ) and for

studying зове parameters of charffonlum.

She method is grounded on the following considerations:

(1) in the virtuality region of order 4 r ~ 1 GeV
2
 the strong

interaction constant ei
s
 is already r*»iiaer small, oi. «**

-*• 0.2-0.4 so that perturbstlve terms are small, dg/fc^O,! and

the leading logarithmic correction? ~ [«l
s
 (QXJ£* Q/faxJ

can be easily taken into account.

(XI) the nonperturbative effects Which reduce to appearance
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of vacuum condensates play a fundamental role. Of the vacuum con-

densates the most essential are the the quark condensate density

/2Гд/оЪ , q«u,d
t
0, and the gluon condensate density

\ С** С ** / 0^ * ̂ аеади» condensates in this approach are

considered as phenomenological parameters determined either from

experiment от from selfconsistency of the sum rules obtained.

It is convenient to present characteristic features of the

method on an example of proton mass calculation
 2
*

5
 to which I

now turn. Consider the polarization operator

«here tf[x) is the quark current «lth proton quantum шшЬвга

and p is chosen to be space-like: p
2
< 0, fp

2
! ̂

 A
 Ge?

2
 . Cur-

rent и is the sololerless product of three quark fields

й
 Q

a
 4 Q

C <
^

чл
* *°

в f o n i
 °* *°

в
 current «ill be

specialised below. She general tensor structure of (l(fjta

for each of the functions X- / ^ S , 1*1,2 the lollowlug opera-

tor expansion can be writicent

и.

where <^olO^ J 0^) are гасиив expectation values (v.e.v) of

different operators (vaouua condensates)» C^ (f'')
 лт

*
 с а 1

~

eulated in <S3B functions.

As la known, the current u- and d-quark aasses entering
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the lagrangian of ifpD are тегу small - of order several

MeV, so they can be neglected «lth a very good accuracy, i.e.

u- and d-quarks can be taken massleas. Then accounting for only

u- and d-quarks, the itPD lagrangian ie chirally-invariant and

if chlral invariance would not be spontaneously broken, function

~f± (f
b
) would be identically zero. In reality» however, the

chirtal invariance ie spontaneously broken In vQ3D. She first evi-

dence of this is, of course, the existence of baryon maae-aa.

Another signal of the chiral invariance spontaneous breaking in

<{SD ±s the fact that the chiral-invariant density of quark con-

densate < s W ? ^ f
0
^
 i B

 non-zero. Лв Is well known, in the low-

energy

(4)

where yr^ is the pion mass, ~£r = 133 lleT is the

TT -tu^O decay constant. She question arises, how these two

phenomena are connected and, particularly, if tae proton mass

can be expressed through <£о1$0(0) • This question can be

ansrered affirmatively and a bit later I shall demonstrate the

corresponding formula. Since ^
c
l^^i^

 i s t:oe
 lowest In dimen-

sion chirality violating operator, the operator expansion for

-f
2
 [f

1
-) starts from the term proportional to S

o
j Цф/ф> ,

To deaonstrate how the operator expansion (3) is built 1

present several first terms of it classifying the terme accord-

ing to the operator dimension. The zero term of the operator ex-

pansion with d=0 corresponding to the unit operator is described

by the jraph of fig.l and has the form
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о
рр #а (^я/f-P/J * polynomial (5)

where С is a constant, А
ч
 is the ultraviolet cut-off. This ten»

preserves chiral invariance and contributes to function 4
±
(p

L
) •

The chirality violating operator qq with d=O is the next-in-dimen-

sion. The diagram of fig. 2 corresponding to operator qq gives

into -k(p
L
)

 a
 contribution which is equal to

The most essential correction in the operator expansion for

arises from the four-quark operators Cj Г^ (j • (f < tf

with d=>6 whose contribution is described by the graph of fig. 3

and has the form

The contribution (7) is very intportant numerically since unlike

the graph of fig.l containing two-loop integration and, consequ-

ently, suppressed by the factor \J2T) > the diagram of fig.3

has no such integration, зо that C» /C
b
 ~l£*}»

Vhen calculating v.e.v.(7) there is often used the factori-

sation hypothesis according to which in expansion of the four-

quark operator product over Intermediate states the main contri-

bution io given by the vacuum state. The arguments based on the

1/HC expansion are ia. the favour of this hypothesis (H is the

colour number, Jn 33D U"c = 3). Лэ can be shown for any colour-
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less operators 0. and 0
o
 at large IT

0(0
i.e. in the limit H -» ex» factorisation becomes exact. The same

considerations based on the l/#
c
 expansion indicate suppression of

v.e.r of nonfactorized operators comparing with those of factori-

zad operators of the same dimension

v.e.v of nonfactor-opera tors Г ? / ~ ) (9)

v.e.T. of factor* operators

Relation (9) will be needed in what follows when considering mag-

netic momenta. By virtue of factorization and talcing into account

the relation

o/ С (о) **, (o) l°> = - -k **% <° I ft l°ш

( 0. f v ж 1,2,3 are colour, d , £ are Lorenz indeces) all

fouaMuarb v.e.v reduce to the quark condensate square C^/f^/0^ •

The above three terms are the basic in the operator ex-

pansion fi(p/ • To improve and control the accuracy in the mass

calculation other v.e.v. will be also taken into account: gluonic

condensate <^O/(^i/r) Gjj Quj \0/ , v,e.v

/ o | Ц б ^ (Л /l) G^.j й I Oy and (assuming factorization)

higher dimension v.e.v'e Q^A) §? 1Ф

condensate gives a contribution into the chirality preserving

•tructure "flip
1
) " "^Uf

1 1 i t s
 dimension d»4 is згааНег then

the dimension d«6 of the four-quark operator (7) its role in the
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in the sum rules for baryons is inessential since its contribution

is determined by the two-loop diagram ar.d i3 numerically suppres-

sed.

The polarization operator f7(p) in £PT) is calculated in

this v/яу, i.e. the left-handpart of the desired sum rules is found.

On the other hard, functions fj(s), s=-p may be expressed via

the characteristics of physical states using the dispersion relat-

ions
0 9

(11)

It is useless to directly equate (3) and (11) because left-hand

and right-hand of the resultant equality contain unknown polynomi-

als. In order for the appeared equality to acquire'the meaning

one has to apply to both its 3idea the Borel (Laplace) transfor-

mation defined as

s +**>

if ^fis) is given by dispersion relation (11). Votic* that

I
S /MJ fH-lli

Ш)

The Borel transformation permits to attain three goals at one»:

(l)to nullify subtraction terns;

(2) to supprese the contribution of the highest excited
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states compared to the desired lowest state (proton);

(3) to suppress the contributions of high order terms in the

operator expansion (owing to factor d./(H-l)! in (13))*

She lowest state (proton) contribution into imaginary part

of П(р) has the form

VmП(р)
р
 ^

where

^.
N
 ie a constant and If is the proton spinor* It is clear

from (14) that the proton contribution will dominate in some re-
2

gion of the Вогз1 parameter It only in the case when both >QCD

calculated functions f. and f» are of the same order, and the

spontaneous violation ot chiral invariance characterized by the

ralue of quark condensate has to explain the numerical value of

the proton mass.

So improve and control the accuracy in the dispersion repre-

sents tion (14) one should also take into account the highest states

contribution. It is usually done replacing Imf(p ) by contribut-

ions of the simplest quark loops (figs.?.,2) starting from some

'continuum threshold" W.

It should be emphasized that in the sum rule method the pre-

sence of structure in hadronlc spectra in the small mass region,

i.e. the appearance of resonances separated by a dip from the

region of smooth continuuc which corresponds to parton model, is
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not inferred into the theory from, outside but follows tтот. exis-

tence of power corrections.

Л few words on the choioe of the quark current и (х) • In

case of baryons (unlike mesons) even if we restrict ourselves

by currents without derivatives, there exist, аз a rule, several

currents with quantum numbers of a given baryon. The choice bet-

ween them should be done from physical reasons in order to pro-

vide: (1) renormcovariance; (2) existence of nonrelativistic li-

mit; (3) the above formulated requirement (for proton) for the

functions f, and f
2
 to be of the seme order; (4) covergence • of

the operator expansion series within accounted terms. In case of

proton all these requirements are satisfied by the current *

a»

I will present now the explicit fora of the sum rules for calcu-

lation of the proton mass * *

(17)

Here
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\ ф

Factors

talce into account (transfez-rod into the left-hand part) continuum

^t. _ „
 v
 .a

contribution

" " • (22)

factors / ~ Рг-г [Мул /CH(/U/A.J take into account the anoma-

lous dimensions of the operators ( /t - is the £PV parameter,

At is the normalization point, nuraericQl values hereafter cor-

respond to M =0.5 GeV).

The proton mass m end the proton transition constant into

the quark current ,A// . (W is also t* variable parameter) may be

found from the sum ги!ез by the bast fitting. Such a fitting should

be made within a restricted interval of M where, on one hand,

the continuum contribution is rather small (say, less than 50&)

which restricta 11 frc;j above, and, on the other hand, highest

power corrections are small (зау,< 10JS) which restricts M from

below. Off this interval the accuracy of the theory ia noncontrol-

leble, for instance, at very large M- the lowest state (proton)
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contribution is hidden in the background and the result for a

and X depends cardinally on continuum model. I wish to emphasi-

ze that without estimating the contribution of Mgheat states and

highest power corrections the results obtained by the QCD sum rule

method cannot be considered as reliable. The best fit in the per-

missible interval 0.7 < M < 1.2 GeV^ at the chosen values of

v.e.v.'s (for discussion of their numerical values see below)

and W - 1.5 GeV gives

a - 1.0 + 0.1 Gel (23)

Note that the value of m can be determined dividing (18) by (17).

In doing so, a simple approximated formula arises for m

* (24)

which reflects the fact that appearance of proton mass is connec-

ted with spontaneous violat-lon of chiral jlnvariance - i.e.» with

the presence of quark condensate.

The accuracy of sum rules (17),(18) can alao be checked by

another method - giving experimental valuo of" m and plotting

the graphs of M dependence of X*s from (17), (18). As is seen

from Pig. 4, the difference between Л* determined from (17)

and (18) and deviation of A
rf
 from constant within the interval

0.7 < M < 1.2 GeT^ achieves 10JS. Such an accuracy is natural be-

cause highest power corrections are in this case of the same or-

der. As a result of such procedure we find

5I
y
 • 2.1 + 0.2 ЪеЧ

6
 (25)

This value will be used in the following, particularly, in calcu-

lating nu;leoa magnetic moments.
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Masses and leptonlc widths of meson decays and Basses of

other baryons are calculated analogously. Hot dwelling on details

I give the results of the calculations (Tables I and 2),

Sable I does not contain predictions for и , h' and for sca-

lar mesons: QCD sum rules do not work in the case of scalar and

pseudoscalar channels as well as in the case of longitudinal axial

channel with isospin zero. In particular, the sum rule approach

cannot explain the 100# violation of the 0kubo-Zwe.ig-I1.zuki rule

in the pseudoscalar (or la the longitudinal axial) channel with

9*0
t
 i.e. the fact that И -meson is an octet component and h

(
 is

a unitary singlet. A possible (though not proved) explanation of

this fact is in an important effect of direct ins^antons ^'
10
 .

When calculating meson and baryon masnes with no strange quarks,

only the above mentioned v.e.v.»s (19)-(21) enter. In considering

hyperona and mesons with strange quarks there appear two new para-

meters - the strange quark mass m and the parameter

which characterizes the difference between quark condensates of

strange and usual quarks. In ref. the values of m
8
 and f were

determicad from the best fit conditions of the sum rules for all

the given in the Table mass differences in the linear approximation

in m
e
, f and trn

Y
 -ГП

Ы%
 М

г
* -УН

н
-ч ***£*~ т

Д
 a n d 1<fc ш в

obtained

m
m
 ш 0.105* 0.030 GeV, f . -0.11£ 0.05 (27)

(the mass differences given In Table 2 correspond to these values

of mfi and f). In Tact, the linear approximation la the hyperon

and nucleon mass differences (e.g., lu kineaatio factors

gives a bad accuracy and to find m, and f
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with a higher accuracy on* should substitute into sum rul«a the

experimental values of hyperon passes end явке the beat fit not

employing the expansion in the mass differences m* -m . Thia

gives

m
e
 = 150*30 MeV , f - -0.2^05 <28)

A few words on the quantity \^ which determines the transition

amplitude into quark current и . le was seen from (25) and from

Ti.g. 4 Ay
 C Q

n he found from sun ги1ез with a good accuracy. Sxact

knowledge of the constant \
ы
 and of other such type constant*

is тегу important since they: (1) are used in calculating baryon

magnetic moments (see below); (2) determine the proton life time

in the grand unification SU(5) theory; (3) determine the constant

in the asyaptotica of the neutron electromagnetic forsfaoter.The

latter points needs a more detailed explanation. The neutron elec-

tromagnetic formfactor In the asymptotics at Q-">* haa the

for.
 U
 •

 1 2

where t
Q
 la determined by proportional to p. part of thi mat-

rix element

She satrix element (30) waa determined from the aum role* ' and

it waa found that t^o^.lO^Gel
2
 , Substituting iato (29) at the

largest experimentally accessible Q » 25 GeV glvea

i.e. the value by two orders of magnitude smaller than the expe-

rimental one,
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о».
(end of the opposite sign). Hence it follows that asymptotic for-

mulas for the nucleon electromagnetic formfactor have nothing to

do with that is being observed (or will be observed) at accessible

Q . Tfce analogous conclusion has been obtained by Xsgur and U e -

wellyn-Smith "* on the Ъаахз of the nucleon quark wave function

aodel. Constants Xfj
 cajl

 also be used for checking and correcting

the bag model. Since in the bag no del Ay ^ 14* fo) I"~ R where

B. la the bag radius, the Knowledge of Д
№
 enables one to find R

with a high accuracy
 4
 .

III. Pormfactors and Hadronic Widths.

2he «UJB rule aethod was generalized to consideration of had-

ronic fonnfactore and widthe ",1b ^
 T h e

 i^^ial point of such

generalization la the studying of the vertex function

(33)

where j*«d?> ere quark currents with quantum numbers of hadrons A

end В and ^ - f £ t if we are interested in the electromagnetic form-

factor Гд-,в ^ - ^AeiP'P
1
 9) <33) ie studied in the kinematic

region p
2
*0, p'

2
< 0, q

2
~Q

2
< 0 at №l~lj>

n
l~i 6*V^ <feIGtf

After this, on one hand, Г
А
„ is calculated in QCD using the opera-

tor expansion and en the other hand, is represented via physical

state contributions with the help of the double dispersion relat-

ion in p and p' . In QCD calculations two condensates ^ / < L
V
 Q±

and ff(. St> I Q tj (0^ are taken into account. The effect

of power corrections and of excited state transition increases
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ide

role belongs to transitions with production of a great nuu^er

2

2 2

with Q rising. The latter is evident since at large Q the main

о

of particles. This circumstance restricts from above the Q

region where the approach in view 1э applicable. At small 0.

this approach is also inapplicable because at q ^ 0 in t-channel

large distances are important which is signaled by appearance

of nonphysioal singularities ~'/eCt tuQ etc. is a result,

the «hole consideration appears to be valid in the region of

intermediate $ ,. 0.5 4> Q & 3 GeV
2
 . Several hadronic form-

factors were calculated on this way end I give here the results.

Pig. 5 represents the QCD found values of the piou formfactor

(solid curve) in comparison with the experimental data. Pig.5

shows also the vector Лош1запсе model predictions (dot-Sash curve)

and the asymptotic QCD formula
 n
» 17-20

J± Г =133 MtV (34)

The QCD calculated curve agrees with experiment in the region

> where QCD formulae are valid. The 7 Ш curve differs a little

fro» QCD and also sufficiently describes the experiment. However,

the asymptotic formula (34) in the region Qr~ 3 GeV^ result*

Is the values £*(&) by few times smaller than QCD formulae

(and experiment). Pig.6 shows the QCD calculated a -meson

formfactors 15 : electric P1(Q
2), anomalous magnetic *2(Q

2)

and quadrupole »3(Q
a) aa well as the ratio P2(Q

2)/P1(Q
2)

(dot-dash curve, the right-hand scale). In Pig.6 of attention

is that at Q2-» 0 P2(Q
2)/P1(Q

2/ -• 1. the property P2(O)/P1(Q) -1,

1.*. that the gyromagnetic ratio for a -mason is 2, la a

characteristic feature of VDM In which p -meson la conal -
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dered as the Yang-Mills boson •, Thereby, at small <Sr

surprisingly confirmee VMU She coincidence of the QCD and VHI re-

sults, disappears, however, with the rise of tfr .

Qa» can also compare the jo -«seson formfactor behaviour with

expectations of aeymtptic ДО), So this ex-J, it is convenient to

plot graphs for longitudinal-longitudinal ^вд/'ЗГ) and longitude-

transverse ?*«('#*) formfaetore (Fig.7). It is expected that in the

asymptotic*
 1 7
«
 2
* F J ^ ^ J ^

V i f i
2
 #
 y ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^

 1 # # #

У
т т
 » ?-„ . We see that at intermediate CQ* there is an inverse

relation.

In ref. ̂  the eleetromagnetic yC-/
7
" transition fornfactor

la the intermediate region O . 5 ^ 4 T ~ 3 CeV
2
 was calculated.

Sow and again» there is a good agreement between iQBD and VDM re-

BUltS /^
r
 W v , A, *(jt*fr/f*C )(»&/»& * Q

l
)

and strong disagre^iAent with the asyaptotic $pj> япеге Far(Q)~'/&

ie expected*

Knowledge of formfactors in the intermediate 4Г region enables

one to determine some interaction constants and, respectively,

hadronic widths using disperaicn relation for F{{r) in 4r and

saturating it by the lowest state contributions. Thus it was found

0 3 1 5 { ^ 1 7 5 Ke7±10S6 (^tJf«155i+5 Mê  (35)

MeV) (36)
 i

Finally, I will demonstrate the proton and neutron magnetic

formfactor curves in the region of snoll <T< 1 Gelr region ob-

tr«'ii«>d la the recent paper (Fige.8,9). Ponnfactors <^ and G H

are calculated employing в rather different technique than the

discussed above: to calculate them one should know field induced
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v.e.v's, particularly, the determined below quantity

Ihe advantage of the mothod used in ref. is that it makes it

possible to pass into the small cfl
2
 region. 4s is дееп fron figs.

8,9 , the agreement with experiment is good enough. In this case

the VDM curves sigbifieantly differ from 4PD (and from experiment),

IV. Hadrona in External Fields.

I will turn now to the problem of calculating hadron charac-

teristics connected with their behaviour in static (or slowly va-

rying) external fields.

Among such quantities of primary interest is, of course, the

calculation of proton and neutron magnetic moments. Hopeless

attempts to calculate them were made starting from 40-ties (for.

a review of earlier papers see Pauli ); The necessity of cal-

culation of proton magnetic moment in quantum chroraodynamics was

especially emphasized by Peynman
 y

 .

Recently the problem of determining hadronic properties in

static external fields has been solved and, in particular, nucle-

on and hyperon magnetic moments have been calculated. The method,

developed is general enough and can be applied not only to calcu-

lating baryon and meson magnetic moments but to find a number of

other static characteristics of hadrons, such as axial weak in»

teraction constant of nucleon йд , interaction constants,

of baryons with soft pious etc. It should be noticed that toge-

ther with calculation of various physical characteristics of

hadrone one managed to obtain (using the sane method) some in-

formation on the properties of vacuum in QGD which, as it should

be expected, wil_ prompt a better understanding of the structure

of QCD and may be useful In developing various model*.
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In this lecture I will deserve the grounds of the method in

view on an example of calculation of nycleon magnetic moments. I

shall follow hare papers ' * ̂  .

The standard QCD sum rule method with which the masses and

formfactors were calculated, is inapplicable for calculating mag-

netic momenta since it is based on the calculation of the polari-

zation operator П(р) or of the vertex function ^(p) f') Q
1
")

in euclidean region p , p' , q*"< 0 at large enough virtual!ties

in all the channels when nontrivial QPD effects re luce to calculab-

le corrections in perturbation theory. Thus, in this case one can-

not exploit the technique presented in Sees.II,III. If we ti?y to

analytically continue the fo_i...ulae for electromagnetic forrafac-

2 2 ?

tors valid at intermediate Q = -q to the point Q =0 v/e encounter

with singularities of the type 1/Q
2
, 1/Q

4
, lnQ

2
 etc. or if they

are absent in some particular cases with unknown contributions

non-desoribed by a standard operator expansion. The appearance

of such terms makes the whole procedure invalid.

To solve the problem we consider quarks to be in a constant

electromagnetic field F ^ . The initial point of our appro-

ach is a statement that even if one of the external momenta is

zero, formulae of the operator expansion including, however, new

phenomenological parameters, can be written. The meaning of these

parameters is evident: they describe a response of v.e.v. to the

presence of external colourless field. For instance, v.e.v.

So | Cj GJw Q fo^ where q ie the quark field q-u,d,

by virtue of Lorenz invsriance is 2ero when external fields are

absent (the nean value of quark spin in the condensate i3 zero).

If quarks чге in a constant electromagnetic field, then there

exi3ts on external tensor fv^ und in general case one can
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write

< 3 7 )

where % is a new parameter. The physical meaning of eq.(37) is

clear: in the presence of external magnetic field the quark spin

in condensate is oriented along the field and in the cose of simll

fields thP value ot the mean spin is proportional to the field.

The proportionality coefficient % can be called magnetic

susceptibility of quark condensate and hereafter I shall use

this term. If in QGD with maseless u- and d-qyarks.the chiral in-

variance would not be violated, the l.h.s of eq.(37) would be

zero ( J^uv^ is non-invariant at chiral trans formations). But,

as we know, in QCD chiral'invariance is spontaneously broken. The

simplest and the moat important v.e.v. which features chiral in-

variance violation is the quark condensate density ^0^Ц^й \с) .

For this reason it appears to be convenient to explicitly insert

it into the r.h.s of eq. (37). As «rill be seen in the following,

the role of magnetic susceptibility ia of great importance in

the problem of calculating baryon magnetic momenta.

I. The Method.

Consider the polarization operator of quark currents with

nucleon quantum numbers assuming quarks to be in a constant weak

external electromagnetic field fC,
u
 and restrict ourselves with

r- "

the linear in K ^ terms. Then
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where f{ /f) is the polarization operator in the absence of

field, ty-typ * *?h
 e r e

 ***©
 c u r r e n t s

 with proton and neut-

ron quantum numbers

(39)

(40)

a r e t l i e f l e l d a o f u~ a n d d-quarks.
Following the idea of the QCD sum rule methed we calculate

the polarization operator in euclidean region p < 0, (p / ~

r~ 1 Gev as an operator expansion whose coefficients are expres-

sed via v.e.v.'s of various operators. On the other hand, let us

write for П
м%
)(р) dispersion relations and saturate them by the

contributions of the lowest states* As usual, in the QCD sum

rule method, in orde~ to suppress excited state contributions

into sum rules, apply the Borel transformation to structure func-

tions of the polarization operator X. /fi^J .

Let us now dwell on the operator expansion and classify

v.e.v.'s of the operators according to their dimensions d . Sup-

pose that u- and d-qunrks are massless. Since in (38) we are in-

terested in the linear in f^
v
- terms, fv^j is itself the

lowest dimension operator (d=2). The next-in-dimension with d-3

±в th« electromagnetic field induced v.e.v
'F

minimal value of dimension

of this v.e.v. is the origin of its significant role in the

problem under discussion.V.e.v.'s with d=4 are absent since

a possible in principle operator Q fV. /.. — t7 V. 1 Л

7 I /*V *4ff 7



has positive C-parity and its v.e.v. cannot

be induced by O-even electromagnetic field. Three т.е.т.'з -

multiplied by £ ^ quark condensate density

and field induced v.e.v. ••

?lf

have d=5. Here- *3S* and o. are new unknown parameters. Of

v.e.v,'a of d-б operators the most essential is

(43)

Por this т.e.v. the factorization hypothesis is adopted.

Smcept for (43) there are more four v.fe.r.'s with d=6 -

these are <^D| £^Д ОЫД 1 ̂ O P
 a n d

 three field induced non-

factorlzable v.e.v.
f
s. She contribution from all of them is small

comparing to (43) &nd will be neglected in the following since

they enter (38) with small numerical factor»: the firs-*: with

\Qjc) and the rest three with {СЫ") Л^ ' (according

to (9)). A great number of operator v.e.v.
f
a corresponds to d»7.

A part of them is known but a considerable number of A«7 v.e.v.•a

is nonfactorisable and unknown. In order not to introduce a

great number of unknown parameters into theory it is thus reaso-

nable to avoid the sum rules where v.e.v.'s with d*7 can be

essential. Bestricting ourselves with the operator v.e.v.'s with

d-6 (and" in the case of chirality conservation structure with
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factorizable v.e.v. 's v/ith d=8) we are left with three r. e.v. 's

induced by electromagnetic field and defined in (37),(41),(42).

Let us now make the basic assumption on which, as will Ъе

seen from what follows, the calculation of baryon magnetic momenta

ia grounded, namely, assume that ")(
a
 , Jg and с ere propor-

tional to the quark q charge

*Y-eY -x - e у* 4 "" 4 * ) 1 4* >

This assumption corresponds to taking into account only the graphs

of the type Pig.10a where the same quark whose field enters v.e.v.

interacts with electromagnetic field. So the diagrams of the type

Pig.10b are neglected. It is clear that for massless quarks the

diagram Pig.10b with gluon exchange are zero in any order of

perturbation theory by virtue of chirality conservation. Chirality

Q

breaking could appear due to instantons but, as was shown in * ,

inatuntons (in the diluted gas approximation) do not contribute

to diagrams of Pig.10b. The Pig.Ю amplitudes rathere resemble

the <JP-O> mixing amplitude. 2'he only difference between these

two amplitudes is that in the first chirality is violated and in

the second conserved. That is why the experimental smallness of

lp-00 mixing is also an argument in the favour of the assumpt-

ion made.

How we can start to con3tiuct sum rules for calculating

proton and neutron magnetic moments. The l.h.s. of the desired

sum rulpe - the proportional to ^uO term in the polarizat-

ion operator (38) is calculated at p < 0 in QCD using the ope-

rator expansion, the r.h.s. ia represented using dispersion re-

lation via physical state contributions.
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11
**^ ЪУ three different tensor structures:fTu

first structure contains three v* -matrices and conserves chi-

rality. The second and the third structures contain even number

of / -matrices and violate chirality.

Let us first consider the l.h.s, of the sum rules at odd

structure p <Г^ +-6Ls> p • '^
ге
 lowest dimension operator cont-

ributing to this structure is fy^ (d«2), tho corresponding

Peynman graph is shown in Pig.11. Because of chirai invariance

the d=s3 and d=5 operators do not contribute to the odd structure

so that the next in dimension are the d=6 operators. Talcing into

account of the field induced v.e.v. «S ^0 f 1) Ц \0^> ̂of ̂ <£v <j/$)

(d=6) corresponds to the graph of Pig.12. The contribution of

the /v^ Q^M Q^a (d=6) operator is determined by the tvro-

loop graph of Fig. 13* which contains a small factor (JJ7T/ «

The direct calculation of the operator ц ^ U
M/3
 contribution

nt*>l \ '

in // If/ showed that i t s account did not practically affect

the nucleon mass . Thereby the term in the operator expansion

proportional to v.e.v. FLu Kp{ С^л Чи/з!®/ can be omitted.
A A

In the sura rules at the odd structure n 6? 6we take into account also (assuming factorization) the d=8 opera-

tors contribution. There exist four such v.e.v.'s: /y
i

2 4 2 ?

where m^ was determined in ref. , m' » 0.8 GeV ,
a n d

The corresponding diagrams are presented in Pigs.14-16. The esti-

mate of the d=8 terms i3 very important. Indeed, as will be seen

in the following the d*6 tern contribution into sum rula is very

large even larger than the contribution of the diagram Pig.11
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t- the magnitude of magnetic susceptibility of quark condensa-

te is large. The d=8 terms {especially the term ^ / w ^ ^ b / ^ / ф

can be considered as the first corrections to the d=6 terms. The-

reby their account is necessary to check the convergence of the

operator expansion series. Of course, the results will be convin-

cing enough if it will appear (and really this is the case) that

the d«=8 term contribution is much smaller than that with d=6.

The lowest dimension operator contributing to chirality vio-

lating structures in Пм(р)$.а Yfatf*
 d = 3

'
 s e e F i

2'
1 7
«

 T h e

next in dimension (d=5) operator v.e.v. *s are \c/t) #/<O Fx^j

and v.e.v.'s (41),(42) corresponding to the diagrams of Figs.18,

19. Assuming factorization again we have at even structures two

operator v.e.v.'s with d=7:

The corresponding diagrams are shown in Pigs.20,21. (Note that

the higher the dimension the less reliable is the factorisation

hypothesis.у

As is seen, the accounted for dimension interval d=2-8 for

odd structures is larger than that of dimensions d-3-7 for even

structures. Thereby, one can expect a better accuracy for the

results obtained from sum rules at odd structures. As for even

structures it is reasonable to use only sum rule at the structure

t(A./w-Р*Хм)Р •
 r h e r e Q S O n s f o r

 this are the following:

(1) The structure £•(&/* ~Р»У/")Р comparing with {Г

contains two extra momenta in the numerator. Thia lcndu to appea-

rance of an extra factor 1/p
2
 in nonperturbative corrections. As
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a result, the Bore! transformation (see (13)) brings about an

extra factor 1/n in the higher-dimensional terms to the structure

which improves the power series convergence. At the some time,

the role of excited states (continuum) in the r.h,s, of эгшх rules

at the structure t(ftb.Yv ~P*)fc )P
 i s a l e o

 less than that at

(2) The sum rule at the structure (57
o
 contains infrared

divergence which evidences the presence of unknown nonfactorizab-

le v.e.v.'a. Under the procedure used in the following the un-

known higher-dimensional contributions change rather significant-

ly the results obtained from sum rules at this structure.

Let us turn to calculating the r.h.,3. of the sun rules exp-

ressed versus physical state contributions.

!Ehe part of the polarization operator fl/p) linear in the

field /vj can be phenomenologically presented as a sua of the

contributions shown in Pigs.22-24, Our interest is concentrated

on the graph of Pig.22 where current И produces a nucleon

which* interacts with electromagnetic field and afterwards is an-

nihilated by the current Y) . The contribution of this graph

contains the double pole and is proportional to Хм A* fp -***/

where \ы i-
3
 the transition amplitude of current i9 into

nucleon state ^0\^\Ыу — A^ IT, If is nucleon spinor,

n is the nucleon magnetic moment (the total magnetic moment

for the structures p <£„ + 6Lvp and ЦГ, and anomalous Mag-

netic moment for the structure i//4bj^> ~P* Ум)Р

the B
e
rel transformation it gives the term ** Х^Лл

The diagram' of Pig.24 corresponds to transitions between excited

states which appear to be exponentially suppressed at the Borel
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transformation and as usual, can be approximated by continuum.

The graph of Pig, 23 which contains transitions from nucleon to

excited states is a nondesirable background. The contribution

of such transitioas into П^ is proportional to i^'-w'j^
1
-»*

1

«here m* is the excited state mass. Tbje Borel transform of this

expression contains the term /M**-tof) Bkp (-**IL
/AI

L
J non-

suppressed exponentially as compared with Pig,22. At reasonable

values of M it is of the same order and must be taken into acco-

unt. The transitions IT —> ezcited states can be taken into ecuo-

unt by introducing two new phenomenological constants А„ and B*r

— pe>€e ~ttrm -
(45)

I 71 3-\ ГА

Aa a result, the one-proton contribution into iLiilfyie given by

(46)

4

where /ц and M
fi
 are the proton total and anomalous mag-

netic moments in nuclear magnetons, Хы
 i s

 ̂
a e
 transticn ampli

tude of proton into current Г) defined in (15). The term result-

ing from proton-excited state transitions can be safely obtained

using eq.(45). It is equal to
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2А
Р

It should be emphasized that nucleon-excited state transitions

giTe a significant Contribution into sum rules and they can be

by no means neglected. This statement refers not only to the

problem of magnetic moment calculation but to all processes of

hadron interaction with external fields.(Tor this геззст. the

32
calculation of the constants Qxctft/ * $r.V<J

 B e d e
 ^ where

such transitions were neglected are not convincing). Such tran-

sitions must also be taken into account in calculating magnetic

moments on lattices. Their contribution at large times t is

here suppressed as compared with the ground term but only in the

power-like way, as Уп/t but not exponentially (for details see

As usual, in QCO sum rules the continuum contribution into

imaginary part of the polarization operator ia represented by

imaginary parts of quark loops and starts from some threshold

value Г . It ia convenient to transfer it into the l.h.s. of

the aum rule.

Omitting intermediate calculations I «ill present now the

sum rules tor invariant functions at the structures o^OL

and t(frfifr)
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where the same notations as in (19)-(22) are used. In the sura

rule (49) we neglect the contribution of d=7 operator

Q Q (Г*ж Л Чл* Q » А О С ' О Г i*
3
 account see below).

When calculating the continuum contribution into polarizat-

ion operator it was assumed that it ±з described by the double

dispersion integral

со

In numerical calculations the continuum threshold W vras taken to

be W»1.5 GeV (continuum does not affect determination of M
p

and М
и
 but is esaentiul in finding ^ and constants А,В - see

below),

2. Determination of Proton and Reutron Magnetic Foments

and of Quark Condensate Magnetic Suaceptibllity

The Bum rules (48).(49) contain, except for /Ц , many

unknown parameters: ^ , ^ and £* in the left-hand 3ides

A and В in the right-hind sides, (for neutron there appear

additional parameters A and В ). At firct sight, this is a seri-

ous nuieance so that it seems impossible to determine magnetic

aoments from these sum rules with sufficient accuracy. But real-

ly, the eit-sation ie not so frnd.

Mote that parameter* %
 f

 *% and £ enter the sum rule
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(48) being multiplied Ъу the «-quark charge fi
w
 while in the

sum rule (49) they are multiplied Ъу 6^ . This it; a direct

consequence of neglecting closed loops and cf assuming the quark

condensate magnetic susceptibility with the given flavour to be

proportional to the quark charge. Using this fact* one can get rid

of parameters %
 t

 Jt and £ as well as of chirality violat-

ing v.e.v.'s of higher-dimensional biquark operators induced by

electromagnetic field»

Let us multiply the sum rule (48) for proton by в4 « for

neutron by -6ц and subtract one from another. Similarly, let

us multiply the sum rule (49) for proton by €u , tor neutron

by €j and subtract one from another. The resultant expressions

can be written as

/л}

In order to eliminate the unknown one-pole contributions reaain-

ing in the l.h.a. of eq.(50) we apply to eq.(50) the differential

operator £ " ML U[ZH% We get

Magnetic moments fa and MH can approximately be determined

if we put in (51) H*m. neglect anomalous dimensions and substitu-
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te Instead residue ^Д^ the value

l S 8 )

which follows from the mass sum rules (17),(18) neglecting anomalo

us dimensions and continuum contribution. Solving in this approxi-

mation equations (51) we arrive at simple formulae

Theoreticel values (53) can be compared with the experimental

jH
f
 - 2.79, JU

h
 = -1.91.

Let из now turn to a more rigorous treatment. To do this we

need to know the exact value of residue .Ад/ • If the nucleon

•KISS is not a free parameter but is fixed at the experimental va-

lue m •* 0.94 GeV, the best fit of the sum rule for the nucleon

mesa can be achieved at ^ = 2.1 GeTr , W = 2.3 GeV (see

(25) and Fig.4). The solutions of eqs.(§1a,b) are plotted in
о

Pig. 25 versus U . Variations of xt^ and /U^ with the change of

M^ reflect the uncertainty of our predictions. A permissible in-

tervHl for I!
2
 variation is 0.8 GeV

2
< И

2
< 1.4 GeV

2
 where conti-

nuum contribution and power corrections are still controllable.

Though continuum does not give a direct contribution into the

r.h.s. of e^s.(51) its cancellation.is a consequence of our model

ofcontinuum which may not v/огк if this contribution is too large.

Be3ides, at large M
2
 in the r.h.s. of (48),(49) einele-pole terras
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play the main role and extracting of /*p,A<h
 ijl

 the presence of

a large background becomes inadequate. Note finally that changes

in the Д ^ do jiot significantly affect the values of magnetic

moments because of the presence of the €u term in the r.h.s of

eq.(51b) stemming from the difference between the total and ano-

malous magnetic moments. The final results for proton and neutron

magnetic moments do not practically differ from (53): ц т 3.0,

уК
й
 = -2.0 (+10-1556).

To control the accuracy of calculations of magnetic moments

one may take into account the contribution of the operator

9 Й ^Ufl ^ Gj/i tf Cuv
 inio

 structure С (p/u^j ~Рф)Р omit-

ting all the rest nonfactorixable d=7 operators. The account of

this operator results in
 a
ppearance of factor ^ - fll£/4№ /L

at the second term in the r.h.s of eq.(51b). As a result, the

absolute values of Mp and /to*, decrease, correspondignly, by

15 and 10% and the agreement with experiment is approximately the

same as before. It can be thought that taking into account of

this operator is overestimating of accuracy since effects of com-

parable scale may arise due to nonfactorizable operators, from

corrections to relation (44) and from uncertainty in the values

of <^oljftjlO/ and

Substituting the obtained values of M
p
 and .>U

h
 into (48),

(49) and excluding from them the unknown constants А,В by apply-

ing operator [d —fif
L
'd/<}Ai

l
)M £А/э(ш

 /WJ , one can find the

value of magnetic susceptibility of quark condensate ^ . Put-

ting a? - к - 0 we find from (48)

= -6 G e V
2
 (+255S) (54)

The influence of "i. and о on the estimate of ̂ K is not large;
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&М (Determination of % from C49) 1"

reliable).

The sign and the value ot J(. are "natural" in the following

sense. Let us consider a simple model in which the current quark

acquires a mass in the field of vacuum fluctuation and the result-

ing constituent quark interacts with electromagnetic field. In

such з model v.e.v.

where S(p) is the Green function of constituent quark in electro-

magnetic field

(56)

m is the quark mass, yU. its anomalous magnetic moment (in

the units €f/£i*1f )
л
 Substituting of (56) into (55) gives

where /[ц
 i 3
 *

he
 ultraviolet cut-off. Since the r.h.a. of (57)

is positive and / о ) Т й / ° / ** ̂  /K"*"* ̂
e
 negative. The nume-

rical value of ^( (54) must be reproduced using (57) at • *

> 350 MeV, £uAu/fU^s:3 , /*] ~ 0 . Hots that the same mo-

del leads to a correct sign of the quark condensate density.
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The phenomenological constants A and В can be found in the

same way. They appeared to be A » 1.3 GeV~ , A^ = -0.6 GeV~ ,

В - 1.0 GeV
2
, B

n
 * -1.5 GeV"

2
 . In the region M

2
~ 1 GeV

2
 the

contribution of the single-pole terms into sum rules (48),(49)

are of the same order as the contributions of the terms proportio-

nal to magnetic momenta.

The value of magnetic susceptibility of quark condensate

(54) v/ьв found from the sum rules for magnetic moments. It can be,

however, determined independently using to this end a special sum

rule " . The idea of such an approach is in consideration of the

quantity ^(/d
V
) defined by equality

(58)

It can be easily seen that neglecting the diagrams Pig.10b

*Xlc)=X* b**
 u a
 assume / ^ j to be large and write for

the operator expansion. Since in (58) there is a chirality violat-

ion, then the operator expansion will be contributed only by

v.e.v,
 f
s of chirality violating operators: ^OJQ 6/оЪ ,

- g <o/ f ^(Хч/2)с^ й1°> = ™i <ol99l°> etc-
Taking into account the contribution of the two mentioned opera-

tors only and neglecting anomalous dimensions, we find "

Per 'Xt^ / *
n e r e i s Q

 subtractionless dispersion relation
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о

Let us equate (59) and (60) and make the Borel transformation.

Because of arising fast convergence of integral in (60) it is

enough to restrict oneself with the lowest state contributions

of p and О mesons. (Strictly speaking, eqs.(58) for isovec-

tor and isoscalar currents should be considered separately, taking

into account, respectively, p and- CO mesons in them, but by

virtue of р-Сп degeneracy this would not change the result).

Then

The equality obtained after the Borel transformation makes it

possible to determine the constants fjo~^
 a n d

 ~fo<~%
 a n d

eq.(60) find

One can extrapolate eq.(62)'to the point Q «0 and determine

~- у(o) • -
t 5
«

7
 ± °-

6
)

(the numerical value of (63) is determined from " with the

account of anomalous dimensions). '

The value of *X(o) (63) depends very weakly on Ma. '-

Variation of №?, from 2 to 3.0 GeV changes *X(
C
) l

e a s t h a n

by 10$, She value of ^ (63) completely agrees with (54).
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In ref.
 3 4
 which was dedicated, Just ae refs.

 3
°»

3 1
 , to

calculation of proton and neutron magnetic moments, an attempt

was made to determine Mf, and U^ from only one sum rule at the

structure р&о> +Оы/^substituting into it the value of "X

determined with the VDM (and neglecting other unknown parameters

OS and £ ).In VDM (see (59)-(6O at £,.-0 ) A ~

a -3 GeV~ , i.e., by a factor of two smaller than the values of

(54),(63). Since in the sum rule (48) the contribution of the

term proportional to J( comprises about 7O-8O#of the value of

magnetic moments, then according to the mentioned above, such

method is incorrect and must result in the values of ii and

j/*ttj by a factor of 1.5-2 smaller than the experimental

ones. (This was not the case in ref. ̂ * since the authors used

the 1.5 larger values of ̂Cj/̂ /«>coiiiparing with the adopted above).

3. Hyperon Magnetic Moments

The approach discussed above can be used also for calculat-

ion of hyperon magnetic moments . The method of consideration

is the same and only two new momenta arise: one must take into

trange quark mass mg and the difference of v.e.v.

from <С°1$ф/
с
У » 9

eU
»

d
»
 ±
'

e
'
 the

 value of -f
(28).

Jtist as in calculating nucleon magnetic moments, the sum

rules for hyperon magnetic moments include field induced v.e.v.'s.

The most unpleasant here is magnetic susceptibility of strange

quark condensate \<э/4 ̂ им^/О^ whose value may differ from

KPl ?' ̂**
v
' ̂ ' /

 end ie u n l m o w n
»
 For
 *

ne case ot
 % and

£ hyperons these field induced v.e.r.'e can be eliminated
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using a trick analogous to that exploited in calculation of nuc-

leon magnetic moments. In such a way the sum rules without new

unknown parameters are obtained. The results of the calculation

of 21
 a n

* и hyperon magnetic moments are given in Table 3. ?or

yl, -hyperon such a procedure is impossible and Table 3 gives

the value found from relation of oU(3) symmetry М
л
 -yU

h
/%

and from formula (53b) into which we substitute м
л
 instead

of m and take into account the kinematic factor УУ1/цл
л
1от trans-

forming _A magnetic moment into nuclear magnetons. ( 22
 a

»d

£ magnetic momenta can be determined in a similar w&y. Such

an approximated procedure leads to values not strongly differing

from those shown in Table 3). To determine j\ hyperon magnetic

moment one could employ a sum rule of the type (48) in which

v.e.v. <\° I $ Out/$ I fi i3 not excluded, determining the latter

from QCD sum rules, analogously to that as was done in the pre-

ceding Section (eq3.(58)-(63))( but taking into account the

strange quark mass. It is, however, difficult to expect that

such a method will permit one to significantly improve the calcu-

lation accuracy of _Д magnetic moment. The magnetic moment of

£t -*/\ transition presented in Table 3 was obtained using

relation

(64)

valid in the linear approximation in SU(3)-symmetry violation

when this violation is a 3,3 component of an octet (i.e. strange

quark mass).

Por comparison, Table 3 presents also the latest experimen-

tal data •" and the results of the calculations in sonrelativls-
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tie quark model in which м^
 t
 J/

p
 , and u

A
 are input data deter-

mining magnetic moments of constituent quarks. As is seen from

the Table, QCI) calculations agree with experiment up to expected

accuracy - 10-15$.

4, Calculation of the Tfucleon Coupling Constanta with

Axial Current

The method in view can be also applied to calculation of the

weak interaction constant Q
A
 •* . To this end one should int-

roduce a constant isovector axial field Д as an external

/*
field, adding to Lagrangian the term

Similarly to the preceding, consider the polarization operator

П(Р) = i

v/here quark current h(k)
 i s

 defined according to (39) and

quarks are moving in external a":inl field /$. . The presence

of external axial field results in appearance of field induced

v.e.v.'a. Classifying these v.e.v.'s according to their dimension

one can see that v.e.v.'a of the lowest dimension operators are

4-3

Ь (68)3
Г* т fc > ft<
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V.e.v. of the first of these operators can be easily calculated

из ing the axial current conservation condition. According to (65)

we have

where

(70)

In the r,h.s of (69) /7л,? [Q)
 i a t n e

 polarization operator of

the axial isovector current. Neglecting quark masses the axial

current is conserved, so that

At q ^ O the non-zero contribution into /7^^ ш) may arise

only due to pole at q -+ 0 in {Jib J , i.e. due to masslesa

state, ' Тйё single-pion state is such a state. (In the masslcss

quark approximation the pion m&ss ia zero). The constant of the

pion transition into axial current iq known - this is the 1Г-*/<1>

decay constant jL. = 133 KeV. Extracting in (71) the single-

pion contribution «nd substituting it into (69) we find

Determination of v.e.v.(69) is more complicated problem. It is
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expressed via the matrix clement

I <o\ fy £
39

and wag found in ref. from selfconsistency of some зшп ги1ез.

It v/as obtained that Hll~ <z* 0.2 GeV
2
 . (The /??*" determination

accuracy is rather low and is given by the factor "2 , but

luckely, V.e.v. (73) enters the expression for Q
A
 with a

small coefficient). An essential moment in Q
A
 calculation 1з

that the difference of fa ft-c-.n 1 results only from nonperturbative

effects connected with quark condensate or field induced v.e.v.'з

(67),(68). This can be easily understood. In perturbation theory

with massless quarks chirality is conserve! and the axial inter-

action constant must be equal to the vector one, i.e. in the

adopted normalisation, to unity. Therefore, nn appropriate method

of Q^ calculation consists in writing the Borel sum rules for

Л
д
 and in subtracting from them the зшп rule (equalled to 1 )/.,•

vector constant, i.e. by virtue of the \7ard theorem, the sum rule

for the nucleon mass. Аз a result, we have a sum rule for 0
A
~i.

with no uncertainties due to continuum contribution. Among the

coefficient functions at different tensor structures of the pola-

rization op'rator (66) the most appropriate for the writing sum

rule is the function at the structure 2 (ftf*) P Xi* "here the

contribution of continuum and higher power corrections is sup-

pressed. Omitting the technical details of the calculations I

will give the sum rules for this structure function ^

~X_L J
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Here C is аи unknown constant corresponding to nondiagonal tran-

sitions from nucleon to excited states due to the ixial current,

analogous to constants А,В in the problem of magnetic moment

determination. Of attention is the fact that v.e.v. (67) did not

enter (74) and here only higher dimension v.e.v.'s are left. To

exclude С let us apply the differential operator d. "M
%
^/l)M

u

to (74). After substituting numbers we have

.£ . 0.40 + 0.20 (75)

The error in (75) comes from a certain dependence of &A - £

determined according to (74) from the Borel parameter. (The value

of ^ A'l and the error in (75) differ from the valuea given in

ref. ^ where д
л
 - j. * 0.30+0.05. The origin of this difference

is explained in ref. * ).

The nucleon interaction constant G? with the axial iso-

scalar current

* • 0.5 + 0.2 (76)

was determined alao from analogues calculations. The value of

this constant is of interest from the viewpoint ot checking the

SU(6) symmetric quark model nu*r« /<?*/*=!• (I recall that
V** 'Sit£i)

* 5/3). It is interesting to note that the value

(76) is rather oloae to ita value in SU(6) syonetry

due to large contribution of power corrections - the taking into

account of only bare quark loop would give a value g? - - £

quite different from the SU(6) symmetry on*. Constant Q^

enters the Bjorken sum rule foxr the deep-inelastic scattering

of polarized electrons on polarized nucleons (see, e.g. ^ )
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where the upper and lower signs refer, respectively, to proton

and neutron. At l)£ (76) the r.h.e. of (77) for neutron is

negative. As can be shown at large x . Л (х)^0 •
 P r o m

 '77) it

thereby follows that at small x $?(*)< 0» I* would be in-

teresting to experimentally check the fact that Q±(
x
) changes

its sign.

Knowing Q
A
 and using the Goldberger-Treiroan relation

one can determine the pion-nucleon interaction constant

= 1 6 + 3

•*• Vr £? '"

comparing v/ith

5. Discussion

The presented above method of consideration of badron pro-

perties in external field is very general. It is applicable not

only to determining static electromagnetic properties and cons-

tants of semileptonic processes of the low-lying hadronic states

which were in view above but to calculating any emission end

absorption amplitudes of the fields v/ith the wavelengths much

jL'irger than hadronic dimensions.

In particular, one can in principle determine interaction

constants of soft pions with hadrons. In this case, an extra term

4 /L =' JMS AJU is introduced into Lagrangian, where 4,$-

is the axial ieovector current of quarks, A is external
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field considered in the limit -hen its momentum л tends

to zero. The transversality of the emission amplitude of the

axial field &,7u
e
0(°

r
 QpJ/u** *

e r m 3 w i t J l
 *

h e
 current commu-

tators) enables one to express soft pion emission amplitudes

via the interaction amplitudes with the field A
u
 in the limit

Q~ 0 . An essential moment facilitating solution of the prob-

lem of soft'pion-hadron interaction ia th-*t in this очве the

field induced v.e.v.'s can be determined (or be reduced to the

simplest ones) using the current algebra commutation relations.

Various relations of such type, besides their own significance,

would be of great interest also from the viev^point of their

comparison with the developed nowadays chiral models, in parti-

cular, with the bag chiral model (see, e.g. ).

A possible comparison of the results obtained with this

method with another quark model - the constituent quark model

based on SU(6) symmetry, is also interesting. Аз is known . in

such a model quarks are massive and their interaction is assu-

med spin independent. In the approach upder consideration quarka

p.re mo3Sless
 a
nd, at least, in the zero approximation without

taking into account power corrections one should, generally

speaking, expect a strong spin dependence. It would be instruc-

tive to trace how (it seams, due to power corrections) SU(€)

symmetry arises in this approach and in which cases one could

expect its noticeable violation.

fhe method in view can be extended to the case of particles

containing heavy quarks. For example, charmed baryon magnetic

moments, "J) "•jy'and J> ~*1)тг decay widths etc. can be calculated

with it.

It should be, however, borne in mind that when applying
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this method to nondiagonal transitions of the type A "*$

/4-*0*-!Tit works rathernvell only if A and В state masses are

rather close, fT?
A
 - *г?

в
 <£ ̂ ?

с
/,

л
^ *- Mp and A und В are the

lowest states in their channels. Otherwise, it is difficult to

separate the contribution of transition of interest from nondia-

gonal transitions into excited states which comprise an essential

background.

V. Structure Functions

The problem of a modolless calculation of structure funct-

ions is one of the most important in QCD. Recently some progress

has been achieved in this field: the valence quark contribution

into structure functions at small я and intermediate Q'/*-» 5-20

2 42

GeV has been calculated .It was asnuned in tho calculation

that at small r for quarJc distributions there is the Reg£e be-

haviour

(78)

intercepts oipl^)^ O^cc (°)^ 0* 6~ were taken from experi-

ment and coefficients J& • ft) a n d /3 1°) were determined.

The idea of the calculation was QCD based consideration of the

upper vertex in the diagram Pig. 26 in the vicinity of t~(Q-tf)~i*b

and afterwards extrapolation of the amplitude as a function of

t from ~t = y*ib to ~ t ~ 0 .

As a result, it was obtained for . small x-distributiona of

valence quarks in proton (at Q Ss 10 GeV )



U
v
fr 1.65 ж~

1/2
 dy(x)* 0.83 ж'

1
*
2
 (79)

and in pion

J 0.68 x ~
1/2
 (80)

—1/2
The accuracy of the coefficient in front of x ' is about ЭОЭБ.

Within the errors the valence quark distributions (7$),(80) agree

with experiment.

71. Numerical Values of Vacuum Condensates,

112 the physical results discussed above are expressed

through variuos vacuum condensates. Therefore their numerical

values are very important. When considering baryons the most

essential is the value of quark condensate ^>/<f<||*& » q"U,d.

Its low-energy limit is determined by eq. (4). The thorough analy-

sis made by Gasser and Leutwyler ** taking into account the.

first terms of expansion in a
g
 showed that

25.7 * 2.6

I take for m
8
 the value (28) (at normalization point At •

«0.5 GeV). Then

If /\QCJ
 i B

 *
a k e n

 *° be 3-00
 M e T

 then the renoxnoovaxleat

quantity
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She numerical value of 5-dimenaional quark-gluon condensate

was found from self consistency conditions of baryon sum rules.

She result is m| » (O.SfO.3) GeY
2
 .

The value of gluon condensate <^»|^»/т) Qu* ^iJU-i I
0
} " ° *

0 1 2

(see * ) «es taken in the most of ITEP calculations. It 10

possible that its real value is by 30-40% higher (for a detailed

39
discussion see ref. ).

VI. Conclusion

Аз has been shorn, the above described nonperturbative me-

thod in tpD based on the operator expansion eaplairm and predicts

a great number ot phenomena in the low energy hadron physics.

She enumerated above facts concerning light hadrons do not ex-

haust all the results obtained with this method: there are many

of them concerning hadrons with open and hidden charm (or beauty)

which were not tought in these lectures.

The possibilities of the method are far from being exhaus-

ted. There is a. hope, and moreover, a sure that a lot of now

unkwon parameters both of heavy and light hadrons would be

possible to calculate with it.

At the sane time, the method is not universal. In some

ceaua two its basic requirements - the saallnes* of higher

power corrections and the snallness of higher excited states
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contributions are ixfeontxadlction with each other and the method

atops working. therefore, as a rule, application of this method

needs calculation of higher terms of operator expansion and proof

of the fact that the choice of a continuum model does not affect

the answer. Without fulfilling these reeulrements the result

obtained with tills method cannot be believed reliable.
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Table I

Meson . J . Ma33(GeV) . leptonic decay constant
Cref.) theor. exp. theor. exp.

л 1 • 1~" .0.78+0.04. 0.770. jf/w *2.4+0.2. 2.54+0.23

j ^ 1 . 1~~ .0.78+0.04. 0.783 22+2 . 18.4+1.8

y>* . 1"~ .1.07+0.05. 1.02 14 . 11.7+0.9

K*1 . 1"" .0.93+0.05. 0.892 1.4 . - - '

I T 1 . 0"* . - . 0 . 1 4 0 JL, -125 MeV. 133 MeV

Jj w . 1 " ^ 1.25*15 '. 1 27

D 6 . 1 * * .1.25+О.15*5 1.28

f 7 . 2 * * .1.25+0.05 1.27 A f -0.040

Г | Г Г =200+30 MeV 180 HeV

JLj 7 .2** .1.25+0.05. 1.32

X, 7 . «Г* .1.63+0.1 . 1.68
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Table 2

Вагуоьа

Вагуоп . «Г Calculated
value (GeV)

Kieor. Sxp.

A

N

A
2

2 J '

т

3/2*

3/2-

1/2*

1/2*

1/2*

3/2

3/2"

3/2"

V2

3/2

1/2

0

1

W2

1

0

1

1/2

ШЛ

O p

1.0+.0.1

1.37+0.15

1.75+0.25

0.19

0.23

0.40

0.14

0.14

0.18

0.30

. 0.94

. 1.23

. 1.52

. 0.175

. 0.25

о 0.38

. 0.15

. 0.17

. 0.15

. 0.30
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table 3

Baxyon Octet liagaetie Moments

sum •
rule

quark,
model

expe-
riment

P

J.O

* . 7 9 Ъ )

.2.79

h

-2.0

-1.91 Ъ )

-1.91

2.4

2.67

2.37
+0.0i

Z°

0.7

0.78

•

-1.0

-1.ОЭ

-1.18
+0.03

«—•

-1.40

-1.44

-Ii25
+0.015
"" f

r-»~

-0.90,

-0.49

-0.69
+0.04

A

-0.7 a )

-0.6lb>

-0.61

A-*ZQ

1.63

1 # 8 2 + 0 . 2 5
-0.18

a) JkpprosdUmated formulae

b) Input data
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Fig.1. The simplest quark loop contributing to polarisat-

ion operator Cl(f) ' solid lines - .quark propagators.

Pig.2. The graph corresponding to v.e.v.

bution into polarization operator: circles surrounded by dots

mean v.e.v.

M.g.3» The graph corresponding to v.e.v.

bution into polarization operator.
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ol ay. q* ал 4,о

Ив. 10.

Pig.11.

Pig.11. The simplest quark loop contributing to polarizat-

ion operator in external field. Here (and in the following figu-

res) solid lines - quark propagators, dashed lines - gluon pro-

pagators, wavy lines correspond to electromagnetic field.
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Fig.?O.

Pig.21, ; . 2 2 .

Jlf-
Ы А/*

Pig.23. Pig.24.
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•A. .-» L. t Л >

Pig.25. The Borel parameter M dependence ?f proton and

neutron magnetic moments defined from eq.(51)• Vertical lines

separate the interval inside which in eqs.(48),(49) and in the

sum rules for the nucleon raasa the contimmra contribution <

and the higher power correction contribution < 15% from

all the rest.
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/V N

Pig.26. The acattering amplitude of virtual W-boeon on

nucleon due О reggeon exchange, q,p are initial, q',p' are

final Bioaenta of W and nucleon.
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